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OPERATIONAL PREPARATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT*: “INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY” OR “COVERT ACTION” BY ANY OTHER NAME?

JOSHUA KUYERS

I. INTRODUCTION

During its preparation of the House Report for the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (House Intelligence Committee) publicly criticized the Department of Defense (DoD) for frequently labeling military activities as “Operational Preparation of the Environment” (OPE). The House Intelligence Committee scathingly opined that “overuse of the term has made the distinction [between traditional military activities and intelligence functions] all but meaningless,” and that DoD “appl[ies] the OPE label where the slightest nexus of a theoretical, distant military operation might one day exist.” The House Intelligence Committee even threatened that it would “consider legislative action clarifying the Department’s obligation” to report its “intelligence activities,” if the DoD remained reticent in its reporting.

Indeed, as the House Intelligence Committee noted, the United States government’s recent activities demonstrate that the “traditional” distinction between military and intelligence operations has become blurred. For instance, both the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the DoD utilize Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, known colloquially as “drones,” to conduct missile strikes against al Qaeda and al Qaeda-affiliated terrorist elements around the globe. The legal framework that

1 Joshua Kuyers is a Law Fellow at the Public International Law & Policy Group. He has worked on issues of national security law and public international law with the Department of State Office of the Legal Adviser, the Department of Defense Office of General Counsel, and the Department of the Navy Office of the General Counsel. He graduated magna cum laude from American University Washington College of Law in 2013. The views expressed in this article are those of the author alone and do not reflect the official policy or opinion of the Public International Law & Policy Group or of the U.S. Government.
3 Id. at 48–49.
4 Id. at 49.
5 Id. at 48 (noting “with concern the blurred distinction between the intelligence-gathering activities carried out of the Central Intelligence Agency and the clandestine operations of the Department of Defense”).
authorized the SEAL Team Six operation resulting in al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden’s death is perhaps even more illustrative of this military-intelligence convergence.1 In the aftermath of the operation, CIA Director Leon Panetta unequivocally asserted that the raid was a “Title 50 operation, which is a covert operation;” that he was in “command” of the mission; and that Vice Admiral William McRaven “was actually in charge of the military operation.”9

Seemingly ambiguous terms like OPE and those used by Director Panetta can be confusing and are often misused.8 These terms are legal terms of art and part of the larger legal framework that authorizes and provides for executive and congressional oversight of military and intelligence operations. Given the increasing number of mixed CIA-DoD operations, establishing clear definitions for these terms and then using them appropriately is crucial for the national security of the United States.

A significant portion of this legal framework is found in Title 10 and Title 50 of the United States Code.10 Unfortunately, given both the plain language and the various interpretations of these statutes, many terms within these statutes are inherently ambiguous. This ambiguity has become further exacerbated due to the convergence of military and intelligence personnel and operations and the previously mentioned problem of the DoD’s classification of some of its activities such as OPE. When combined with the reality of the current “armed conflict” against al Qaeda and its affiliates,11 the intricacies of the Title 10/Title 50 debate and the military-intelligence convergence provide a challenging set of legal and policy issues regarding exactly when and under what circumstances the DoD must receive presidential authorization and when it must notify the proper channels of congressional oversight.

This paper seeks to provide a certain level of clarity to the Title 10/Title 50 debate, particularly with regard to the DoD’s use of OPE. Section II A defines OPE and demonstrates its utility in the fight against al Qaeda and its affiliates. Section IIB describes the broader legal framework and clarifies the key terms in the Title 10/Title 50 debate, such as “intelligence activity,” “covert action,” and “traditional military activity.” Section IIC recognizes the potential congressional oversight issues facing the DoD due to the blurring of Title 10 and Title 50 authorities. Section III places OPE within the Title 10/Title 50 framework and emphasizes that DoD’s classification of OPE as a traditional military activity is consistent with its authority.

II. Analysis

A. Defining Operational Preparation of the Environment

Before analyzing the more convoluted questions of legal authorization and congressional oversight over military and intelligence activities, a generalized understanding of the term “Operational Preparation of the Environment” and its use is necessary. The exact definition of the term “Operational Preparation of the Battlespace” is classified. Nevertheless, sufficient information about OPE can be gleaned from related terms and unclassified publications about OPE to provide a generalized understanding of the term and its use.

The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms does not define OPE itself;13 however, it defines “Preparation of the Environment” as “an umbrella term for operations and activities conducted by selectively special operations forces to develop an environment for potential future special operations.”14 Furthermore, the term “OPE” appears to have evolved from the term “Operational Preparation of the Battlespace” (OPB).15 An older United States Special Operations Command (SOCOM) definition describes OPB as Non-intelligence activities conducted prior to D-Day, H-hour, in likely or potential areas of employment, to train and prepare for follow-on military operations. OPB consists of both pre-crisis activities and, when authorized, advance force operations. OPB complements intelligence operations in the overall preparation of the battlespace.16

Based on its heritage, OPE is likely the new OPB with a less menacing and more forward-thinking name.

After discovering that his special operations forces required CIA assistance to enter Afghanistan

8 Interview by Jim Lehrer with Leon Panetta, supra note 7.
9 See, e.g., Diane Priest, CIA-Killed U.S. Colleague in Yemen Missile Strike: Action’s legality, Vigilance questioned, Wash. Post, Nov. 8, 2002, at A1 (describing a CIA drone strike as a “covert military action”); Sarah Miller, Covert Action and the War on Terror: Reconciling Secrecy and Public Legitimacy, 31 A.B.A. J. 165, 165 (2009) (claiming that because legal constraints to covert action are complex, and are rarely litigated, they are nearly unknown to the general public).
11 See, e.g., Priest, supra note 9 (describing a CIA drone strike as a “covert military action”).
12 See George W. Bush, President of the United States, Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the American People (Sept. 20, 2001), available at http://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010920-8.html (“Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group or regime that seeks to destroy us has been stopped and defeated.”); see also Letter from Barack Obama, President of the United States, to Congress on the War Powers Resolution (Jun. 15, 2011), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/06/15/letter-president-war-powers-resolution (“As necessary, in response to the terrorist threat, I will direct additional measures against al Qaeda, the Taliban, and associated forces to protect U.S. citizens and interests. It is not possible to know at this time the precise scope or the duration of the deployments of U.S. Armed Forces necessary to counter this terrorist threat to the United States.”).
13 Interestingly, although the term “Operational Preparation of the Environment” is not defined in the current version of the Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, the acronym “OPE” is included in Appendix A as a list of acronyms. J. Publ’y 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, Appendix A (Nov. 8, 2010) (as amended through Mar. 15, 2013), available at www.military.com/dictionary/new_publications/1-02.pdf.
14 Id. at 225.
authorized the SEAL Team Six operation resulting in al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden's death is perhaps even more illustrative of this military-intelligence convergence. In the aftermath of the operation, CIA Director Leon Panetta unequivocally asserted that the raid was a “Title 50 operation, which is a covert operation;' that he was in “command" of the mission; and that Vice Admiral William McRaven “was actually in charge of the military operation.”7

Seemingly ambiguous terms like OPE and those used by Director Panetta can be confusing and are often misused. These terms are legal terms of art and part of the larger legislative framework that authorizes and provides for executive and congressional oversight of military and intelligence operations. Given the increasing number of mixed CIA-DoD operations, establishing clear definitions for these terms and then using them appropriately is crucial for the national security of the United States.

A significant portion of this legal framework is found in Title 10 and Title 50 of the United States Code.8 Unfortunately, given both the plain language and the various interpretations of these statutes, many terms within these statutes are inherently ambiguous. This ambiguity has become further exacerbated due to the convergence of military and intelligence personnel and operations9 and the previously mentioned problem of the DoD's classification of some of its activities such as OPE. When combined with the reality of the current “armed conflict" against al Qaeda and its affiliates,10 the intricacies of the Title 10/Title 50 debate and the military-intelligence convergence provide a challenging set of legal and policy issues regarding exactly when and under what circumstances the DoD must receive presidential authorization and when it must notify the proper channels of congressional oversight.

This paper seeks to provide a certain level of clarity to the Title 10/Title 50 debate, particularly with regard to the DoD's use of OPE. Section II A defines OPE and demonstrates its utility in the fight against al Qaeda and its affiliates. Section II B describes the broader legal framework and clarifies the key terms in the Title 10/Title 50 debate, such as “intelligence activity," "covert action," and “traditional military activity." Section IIC recognizes the potential congressional oversight issues facing the DoD due to the blurring of Title 10 and Title 50 authorities. Section III places OPE within the Title 10/Title 50 framework and emphasizes that DoD's classification of OPE as a traditional military activity is consistent with its authority.

II. Analysis

A. Defining Operational Preparation of the Environment

Before analyzing the more convoluted questions of legal authorization and congressional oversight over military and intelligence activities, a generalized understanding of the term “Operational Preparation of the Environment" and its use is necessary. The exact definition of the term “Operational Preparation of the Battlespace" is classified. Nevertheless, sufficient information about OPE can be gleaned from related terms and unclassified publications about OPE to provide a generalized understanding of the term and its use.

The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms does not define OPE itself;11 however, it defines “Preparation of the Environment" as “an umbrella term for operations and activities conducted by selectively trained special operations forces to develop an environment for potential future special operations."12 Furthermore, the term “OPE" appears to have evolved from the term “Operational Preparation of the Battlespace" (OPB).13 An older United States Special Operations Command (SOCOM) definition describes OPE as Non-intelligence activities conducted prior to D-Day, H-hour, in likely or potential areas of employment, to train and prepare for follow-on military operations. OPB consists of both pre-crisis activities and, when authorized, advance force operations. OPB complements intelligence operations in the overall preparation of the battlespace.14

Based on its heritage, OPE is likely the new OPB with a less menacing and more forward-thinking name.

After discovering that his special operations forces required CIA assistance to enter Afghanistan


14 Id. at 225.


after September 11, 2001, the then-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld pushed for a greater special operations role in OPE. Indeed, OPE is inherently a special operations activity. SOCOM is one of the few Combatant Commands with global reach and capabilities. U.S. special operations personnel have a “unique ability to simultaneously blend direct and indirect approaches” which is critical in OPE, as special operations forces specialize in “innovative, low-cost, and small-footprint approaches to achieve [U.S.] security objectives.”

Functionally, OPE is primarily an enabling tactic that facilitates future military operations. It is an amalgam of lesser activities combined to minimize surprise and manage uncertainty by leveraging the capabilities and assets at the disposal of special operations forces to shape the environment. The “environment” that is being shaped, or “prepared,” includes both the physical environment and “human terrain.”

OPE is made up of three major substantive components: 1) orientation activities; 2) target development; and 3) preliminary engagement. Orientation activities include situational awareness, surveys and assessments, and knowledge of the quickest routes to and from objectives and potential obstacles in between. Target development is “a set of activities that acquire and pinpoint a target set.” As part of target development, OPE facilitates persistent surveillance “by exploiting regional and local expertise and leveraging ISR [Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance] assets to find and fix target sets.” Target development may include both overt and clandestine engagement with host state counterparts, and cultivating relationships with influential members of host state society. Preliminary engagement includes persistent surveillance, terminal guidance, and small-scale direct action. It also may involve establishing caches and conducting area assessments of local infrastructure.

OPE can also be separated into two temporal categories: 1) pre-crisis activities and 2) advance force operations. Pre-crisis activities are conducted during peacetime and in the time prior to a crisis. Pre-crisis activities include unilateral surveys and assessments, cover deployments and area visits, and training and engagement events with regional and local allies. In contrast, advance force operations, which require Secretary of Defense approval, are undertaken immediately prior to conventional forces entering an area of operations. Advance force operations include clandestine and source operation, such as “reconnaissance and surveillance; joint reception; staging; onward movement; information operations; terminal guidance; and other limited direct action operations.”

As former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said, the only way to deal with a terrorist network that's global is to go after it where it is. The [alternative] . . . is to sit there and think you're going to take the blows . . . [given the increasing power and the reach of weapons today, that would be foolishly and dangerously self-defeating].

OPE provides special operations forces with a tool that brings the fight to al Qaeda and its affiliates. In fact, OPE is a particularly useful tool because of its proactive nature, its ability to reduce the targeting timeframe from find to finish, and its human intelligence (HUMINT) character. OPE is proactive because it provides the DoD with access to and pre-positioned forces in areas of anticipated trouble. This forward posture, in turn, enhances the operational reach of U.S. forces by establishing infrastructure with personnel and equipment. Similarly, because special operations personnel are already engaged and training in locations of interest, they have the capacity to rapidly...

17 See Jim Pavitt, Deputy Director for Operations, CIA, Address to Duke University Law School Conference (Apr. 11, 2002), available at https://www.cia.gov/news-information/speeches-testimonies/2002/pavitt_04122002.html (claiming that CIA paramilitary officers were some of the first into Afghan after 9/11 and that they paved the way for special operations personnel); Dana Priest, “Team 531” Shaped A New Way of War, Special Forces and Smart Bombs Turned Tide and Routed Taliban, WASH. POST, Apr. 3, 2002, at A1 (describing how CIA operatives were inserted before special operations forces to “designate landing zones, secure safe houses, vet anti-Taliban commanders, and supply their troops with weapons, communications gear, medical supplies, and clothing”).

18 See Gordon Corera, Special Operations Forces Take Care of War on Terror, JANE’S INTELLIGENCE REV., Dec. 13, 2002, at 1-2; Robert Chesney, Military-Intelligence Convergences and the Law of the Title 10/Title 30 Debates, 5 NAV’L & MIL’Y POL’Y 539, 563 (2012); see also Roman Scarbrough, Special Operations Forces Eye Terrorists, Command Draws Up War Plan, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2005 (noting that some geographic combatant commanders have objected to special operations personnel operating outside of their chain of command when they are located in their geographical jurisdiction).


21 Posture Statement of McRaven, supra note 20.

22 Id. at 7.


24 Kenny, supra note 23, at 1.

25 Kenny, supra note 23, at 1.

26 Id. at 9, Repass, supra note 16, at 13-14.

27 Kenny, supra note 23, at 10.

28 Id. at 9; see also Repass, supra note 16, at 14 (discussing engagement programs to strengthen alliance capabilities).

29 Kenny, supra note 23, at 3, 7, 33.

30 Id. at 12, Repass, supra note 16, at 19.

31 Kenny, supra note 23, at 9.


33 Id. at 13-14.

34 Id. at 13, 18.

35 Id. at 9, 13.


37 Kenny, supra note 23, at 2-4.
after September 11, 2001,17 then-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld pushed for a greater special operations role in OPE.18 Indeed, OPE is inherently a special operations activity.19 SOCOM is one of the few Combatant Commands with global reach and capabilities.20 U.S. special operations personnel have a “unique ability to simultaneously blend direct and indirect approaches” which is critical in OPE,21 as special operations forces specialize in “innovative, low-cost, and small-footprint approaches to achieve [U.S. security] objectives.”22

Functionally, OPE is primarily an enabling tactic that facilitates future military operations.23 It is an amalgam of lesser activities combined to minimize surprise and manage uncertainty by leveraging the capabilities and assets at the disposal of special operations forces to shape the environment. The “environment” that is being shaped, or “prepared,” includes both the physical environment and “human terrain.”24

OPE is made up of three major substantive components: 1) orientation activities, 2) target development, and 3) preliminary engagement.25 Orientation activities include situational awareness, surveys and assessments, and knowledge of the quickest routes to and from objectives and potential obstacles in between.26 Target development is “a set of activities that acquire and pinpoint a target set.”27 As part of target development, OPE facilitates persistent surveillance “by exploiting regional and local expertise and leveraging ISR [Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance] assets to find and fix target sets.”28 Target development may include both overt and clandestine engagement with host state counterparts, and cultivating relationships with influential members of host state society.29 Preliminary engagement includes persistent surveillance, terminal guidance, and small-scale direct action.30 It also may involve establishing caches and conducting area assessments of local infrastructure.31

OPE can also be separated into two temporal categories: 1) pre-crisis activities and 2) advance force operations.32 Pre-crisis activities are conducted during peacetime and in the time prior to a crisis. Pre-crisis activities include unilateral surveys and assessments, cover deployments and area visits, and training and engagement events with regional and local allies.33 In contrast, advance force operations, which require Secretary of Defense approval, are undertaken immediately prior to conventional forces entering an area of operations.34 Advance force operations include clandestine and source operations, such as “reconnaissance and surveillance; joint reception; staging; onward movement; information operations; terminal guidance; and other limited direct action operations.”35

As former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said, the only way to deal with a terrorist network that’s global is to go after it where it is. The [alternative] . . . is to sit there and think you’re going to take the blows . . . [G]iven the increasing power and the reach of weapons today, that would be foolishly and dangerous and self-defeating.36

OPE provides special operations forces with a tool that brings the fight to al Qaeda and its affiliates. In fact, OPE is a particularly useful tool because of its proactive nature, its ability to reduce the targeting timeframe from find to finish, and its human intelligence (HUMINT) character.37 OPE is proactive because it provides the DoD with access to and pre-positioned forces in areas of anticipated trouble. This forward posture, in turn, enhances the operational reach of U.S. forces by establishing infrastructure with personnel and equipment. Similarly, because special operations personnel are already engaged and training in locations of interest, they have the capacity to rapidly respond to threats.

---

17 See Jim Pavitt, Deputy Director for Operations, CIA, Address to Duke University Law School Conference (Apr. 11, 2002), available at https://www.cia.gov/news-information/speeches-testimony/2002/pavitt_04262002.html (claiming that CIA paramilitary officers were some of the first into Afghanistain after 9/11 and that they paved the way for special operations personnel); Dana Priest, “Team 555,” Shaped a New Way of War, Special Forces and Smart Bombs Tore Through and Routed Taliban, Wash. Post, Apr. 3, 2002, at A1 (describing how CIA operatives were inserted before special operations forces to “designate landing zones, secure safe houses, vet anti-Taliban commanders, and supply their troops with weapons, communications gear, medical supplies, and clothing”).
18 See Gordon Corera, Special Operations Forces Take Care of War on Terror, JEN’S INTELLIGENCE REV., Dec. 13, 2002, at 1-2; Robert Chesney, Military-Intelligence Convergence and the Law of the Title 10/Title 50 Debate at 1-2; Robert Chesney, supra note 5.
19 See also Robert Scarrowburg, Special Operations Forces Eye Terrorism, Command Draws Up War Plan, Wash. Times, Aug. 12, 2005 (noting that some geographic combatant commanders have objected to special operations personnel operating outside of their chain of command when they are located in their geographical jurisdiction).
22 Posture Statement of McRaven, supra note 20.
23 Id. at 7.
25 Kenny, supra note 23, at 1.
26 Id. at 9, Repass, supra note 16, at 13-14.
27 Kenny, supra note 23, at 10.
28 Id. at 9; see also Repass, supra note 16, at 14 (discussing engagement programs to strengthen alliance capabilities).
29 Kenny, supra note 23, at 3, 7, 33.
30 Id. at 12, Repass, supra note 16, at 19.
31 Kenny, supra note 23, at 9.
33 Id. at 13-14.
34 Id. at 13, 18.
35 Id. at 9, 13.
37 Kenny, supra note 23, at 2-4.
re-orient and engage emerging targets. Through orientation activities and target development, OPE also facilitates strikes against time-sensitive and narrow window-of-opportunity targets. Finally, because it requires special operations forces on the ground in a designated threat area, OPE provides the U.S. military with an invaluable HUMINT capability. HUMINT is often the most difficult to achieve, and yet most critical, source of information; in crisis situations, it is direly needed.

Ultimately, these three features of OPE allow the United States to act in preemptive self-defense against the terrorist threat.

B. Legal Authorities in the Title 10/Title 50 Debate

As mentioned above, recent events have led both scholars and practitioners to express concern about military-intelligence convergence and unclear distinctions between the so-called “Title 10” and “Title 50” legal authorities. This concern has also extended to special operations forces’ use of OPE and DoD’s classification of OPE as a traditional military activity. To better understand how OPE fits into the larger Title 10/Title 50 debate, this Section provides background information on the legal framework governing military and intelligence operations and clarifies some of the key terms, particularly “intelligence activity,” “covert action,” and “traditional military activity.”

1. Defining Title 10 Authority

Scholars and practitioners use the term “Title 10 authority” as a catch-all phrase to describe the legal authority for military operations. Unfortunately, the use of the term in this manner is misleading because “Title 10 – Armed Forces” does not contain actual operational authorities; it merely describes the organizational structure of the Department of Defense. The U.S. military’s true operational authority stems from the United States Constitution and the President’s Commander-in-Chief power.

The President’s constitutional power over the Armed Forces is not exclusive. The Constitution granted Congress the power to “declare war,” “raise and support armies,” “provide and maintain a navy,” and “make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces.” Together with Congress’ power over appropriations, these constitutional provisions provide for congressional oversight over the U.S. military. Congress has exercised its legislative oversight authority over the Armed Forces many times throughout U.S. history, perhaps most significantly in the National Security Act of 1947, Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986, and the War Powers Resolution of 1973.

2. Defining Title 50 Authority

Like the term “Title 10 authority,” Title 50 authority is also a misnomer. Although it is often referred to as the CIA’s authority to conduct intelligence operations, Title 50 of the United States Code is actually titled “War and National Defense.” In fact, the DoD undertakes the majority of intelligence activities under Title 50 authorities. Thus, the President and the DoD also possess significant authority to conduct intelligence operations under Title 50.

The President’s power to conduct intelligence activities stems from his powers as head of the Executive branch and as the “sole organ of the federal government in the field of international relations.” In The Federalist No. 64, for instance, John Jay suggested that the treaty-making power and as the “sole organ of the federal government in the field of international relations.”

44 U.S. Const. art. II, § 2.
45 Id. art. I, § 8.
46 Id. art. I, § 8-9.
47 Pub. L. No. 80-235, §§ 201, 205–06, 61 Stat. 495 (1947) (merging the Departments of War and Navy into the “Departments of the Navy and the Marine Corps”) (Dec. 1, 2012), available at http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-12-01/world/30252, available at http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-12-01/world/35585098_1_defense-clandestine-service-cia-spy-agency (noting the massive increase in the number of spies sent abroad and trained by the CIA in 2012 and that these spies will be receiving their assignments from CIA).
re-orient and engage emerging targets. Through orientation activities and target development, OPE also facilitates strikes against time-sensitive and narrow window-of-opportunity targets. Finally, because it requires special operations forces on the ground in a designated threat area, OPE provides the U.S. military with an invaluable HUMINT capability. HUMINT is often the most difficult to achieve, and yet most critical, source of information; in crisis situations, it is direly needed. Ultimately, these three features of OPE allow the United States to act in preemptive self-defense against the terrorist threat.

### B. Legal Authorities in the Title 10/Title 50 Debate

As mentioned above, recent events have led both scholars and practitioners to express concern about military-intelligence convergence and unclear distinctions between the so-called “Title 10” and “Title 50” legal authorities. This concern has also extended to special operations forces’ use of OPE and DoD’s classification of OPE as a traditional military activity. To better understand how OPE fits into the larger Title 10/Title 50 debate, this Section provides background information on the legal framework governing military and intelligence operations and clarifies some of the key terms, particularly “intelligence activity,” “covert action,” and “traditional military activity.”

#### 1. Defining Title 10 Authority

Scholars and practitioners use the term “Title 10 authority” as a catch-all phrase to describe the legal authority for military operations. Unfortunately, the use of the term in this manner is misleading because “Title 10 – Armed Forces” does not contain actual operational authorities; it merely describes the organizational structure of the Department of Defense. The U.S. military’s true operational authority stems from the United States Constitution and the President’s Commander-in-Chief power. The President’s constitutional power over the Armed Forces is not exclusive. The Constitution granted Congress the power to “declare war,” “raise and support armies,” and “make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces.” Together with Congress’s power over appropriations, these constitutional provisions provide for congressional oversight over the U.S. military. Congress has exercised its legislative oversight authority over the Armed Forces many times throughout U.S. history, perhaps most significantly in the National Security Act of 1947, Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986, and the War Powers Resolution of 1973.

#### 2. Defining Title 50 Authority

Like the term “Title 10 authority,” Title 50 authority is also a misnomer. Although it is often referred to as the CIA’s authority to conduct intelligence operations, Title 50 of the United States Code is actually titled “War and National Defense.” In fact, the DoD undertakes the majority of intelligence activities under Title 50 authorities. Thus, the President and the DoD also possess significant authority to conduct intelligence operations under Title 50.

The President’s power to conduct intelligence activities stems from his powers as head of the Executive branch and as the “sole organ of the federal government in the field of international relations.” In The Federalist No. 64, for instance, John Jay suggested that the treaty-making power referred to as the CIA’s authority to conduct intelligence operations, Title 50 of the United States Code is actually titled “War and National Defense.”

In aggregate, the Strategic Intelligence Reviews clearly identify HUMINT as the most important source of information in the war on terrorism.


45 Art. II, § 8.

46 Id. art. I, § 8.


49 The “National Military Establishment,” which later became known as the Department of Defense.

50 See Miller, supra note 9 (focusing almost exclusively on CIA); Wall, supra note 41, at 91.


arguably, the entire Title 10/Title 50 debate is based upon the differing and controversial interpretations of three key terms: “intelligence activities,” “covert action,” and “traditional military activities.” A U.S. government determination that an individual military or intelligence operation constitutes either an intelligence activity, covert action, or traditional military activity has a significant impact on both the legal authority under which the operation is conducted and the legislative notification regime that must be followed. Therefore, a clear understanding of these terms is key to the proper classification of OPE within the Title 10/Title 50 framework. 

3. Defining Key Terms

To be helpful, however, a more refined definition of “intelligence activities” is necessary. Thus, for the purpose of the Title 10/Title 50 debate, “intelligence activities” are best defined in the negative. Intelligence activities are those activities that do not amount to covert action, but are instead “generally considered to be clandestine in nature.” The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, for example, defines “clandestine operation” as [an] operation sponsored or conducted by governmental departments or agencies in such a way as to assure secrecy or concealment. A clandestine operation differs from a covert operation in that emphasis is placed on concealment of the operation rather than on concealment of the identity of the sponsor.

Defining intelligence activities as clandestine activities not amounting to covert action adds a layer of specificity that is particularly useful for congressional oversight purposes, which are discussed in further detail below.

b. Covert Action

For the majority of U.S. history, the term “covert action” remained undefined. Although seemingly unthinkable today, Congress may not have contemplated covert action as within the CIA’s purview when the National Security Act of 1947 first created the CIA. Instead, what today constitutes “covert action” used to be known as the “fifth function,” in which the CIA was authorized “to perform such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national security as the National Security Council may from time to time direct.” In fact, the United States only decided to add covert operations to its foreign policy repertoire due to the Soviet Union and China’s use of covert activities against U.S. interests abroad.

Once implemented, however, Congress quickly assented to the use of these covert operations. These above-mentioned “other functions and duties” later transformed into “special activities” with

56. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9 (“No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; and a Regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all Public Money shall be published from time to time.”).
58. E.g., id. § 413(f); Exec. Order No. 12,333, United States Intelligence Activities, § 1.4, 46 Fed. Reg. 59,943 (Dec. 4, 1981).
60. Id.
suggest.\footnote{\textit{The Federalist} No. 64 (John Jay), infra J. (Mar. 5, 1788), available at http://www.constitution.org/fed/fed64.htm.}

Nevertheless, as with Title 10 authority, the Constitution also grants Congress some power to constrain the President, at least indirectly, through the appropriations clause.\footnote{U.S. Const. art. I, § 9 (“No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by Law; and a Regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall be published from time to time.”).} Yet even Title 50 legislation recognizes the limitations of congressional authority to conduct oversight on presidentially approved intelligence activities: “Nothing in this title shall be construed as requiring the approval of the congressional intelligence committees as a condition precedent to the initiation of any significant anticipated intelligence activity.”\footnote{50 U.S.C. § 413(a)(2) (2006).}

3. Defining Key Terms

Arguably, the entire Title 10/Title 50 debate is based upon the differing and controversial interpretations of three key terms: “intelligence activities,” “covert action,” and “traditional military activities.” A U.S. government determination that an individual military or intelligence operation constitutes either an intelligence activity, covert action, or traditional military activity has a significant impact on both the legal authority under which the operation is conducted and the legislative notification regime that must be followed. Therefore, a clear understanding of these terms is key to the proper classification of OPE within the Title 10/Title 50 framework.

a. Intelligence Activities

The term “intelligence activities” is broad.\footnote{50 U.S.C. § 413(a)(2) (2006).} Indeed, Executive Order 12,333 merely defined intelligence activities in terms of activities that the Intelligence Community was authorized to conduct.\footnote{Id.} It authorized the Intelligence Community to conduct all intelligence activities necessary for the conduct of foreign relations and the protection of the national security of the United States, including the collection of information; production and dissemination of intelligence; counter-intelligence; special activities; administrative and support activities within the United States and abroad; and such other intelligence activities as the President may direct from time to time.\footnote{Id.}

To be helpful, however, a more refined definition of “intelligence activities” is necessary.

Thus, for the purpose of the Title 10/Title 50 debate, “intelligence activities” are best defined in the negative. Intelligence activities are those activities that do not amount to covert action,\footnote{See id. § 413a (2006) (“Reporting of intelligence activities other than covert actions”) (emphasis added); id. § 413b(c) (“Covert action . . . does not include activities the primary purpose of which is to acquire intelligence.”).} but are instead “generally considered [to be] clandestine in nature.”\footnote{The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, for example, defines “clandestine operation” as “an operation sponsored or conducted by governmental departments or agencies in such a way as to assure secrecy or concealment. A clandestine operation differs from a covert operation in that emphasis is placed on concealment of the operation rather than on concealment of the identity of the sponsor.”} The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, for example, defines “clandestine operation” as “an operation sponsored or conducted by governmental departments or agencies in such a way as to assure secrecy or concealment. A clandestine operation differs from a covert operation in that emphasis is placed on concealment of the operation rather than on concealment of the identity of the sponsor.”

Defining intelligence activities as clandestine activities not amounting to covert action adds a layer of specificity that is particularly useful for congressional oversight purposes, which are discussed in further detail below.

b. Covert Action

For the majority of U.S. history, the term “covert action” remained undefined. Although seemingly unthinkable today, Congress may not have contemplated covert action as within the CIA’s purview when the National Security Act of 1947 first created the CIA.\footnote{50 U.S.C. §§ 403–404(a) (“The Director of the Central Intelligence Agency shall coordinate the relationships between elements of the intelligence community and the intelligence or security services of foreign governments or international organizations on all matters involving intelligence related to the national security or involving intelligence acquired through clandestine means.”); Mustin & Rishikof, supra note 41, at 1240.} In fact, the United States only decided to add covert operations to its foreign policy repertoire due to the Soviet Union and China’s use of covert activities against U.S. interests abroad.\footnote{J. Publ’n 1–02, supra note 13, at 46.}

Once implemented, however, Congress quickly assented to the use of these covert operations.\footnote{L. Brett Siddle, The Agency and the Hell: CIA’s Relationship with Congress, 1946–2004, 259 (2008).} These above-mentioned “other functions and duties” later transformed into “special activities” with...
Executive Orders 11,905, 68 12,036, 69 and 12,333. 70 Since the end of the Cold War, covert action has transformed from preventing the spread of Communist ideology to preventing harm to the United States.71

The current definition of covert action is located in Section 503(e) of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991. 72 It defines covert action as “an activity or activities of the United States government to influence political, economic, or military conditions abroad, where it is intended that the role of the United States government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly.”73 Nevertheless, operations that are primarily intelligence collection activities; that constitute traditional diplomatic, military, or law enforcement activities; or that provide routine support to these activities; avoid the “covert action” label.74

In deciding to “define” covert action through statute for the first time, Congress tried to reassure the Executive branch that it was merely trying to clarify and not expand or limit any executive branch authority to conduct “covert action.”75 Although he refrained from vetoing the bill, President George H.W. Bush refused to be bound to a legislative definition and argued that a legislative definition of covert action was unnecessary. 76 He viewed the notification requirement attached to “covert action” as impinging on the President’s inherent constitutional authority to withhold certain national security information.77 Additionally, he asserted that he would continue to consider “the historic mission of the Armed Forces to protect the United States and its interests, influence foreign capabilities and intentions, and conduct activities preparatory to the execution of operations” when determining whether particular military activities constitute covert action.78

### c. Traditional Military Activities

The term “traditional military activities” is best known as an exception to the definition of covert action above. Although it remains undefined by statute, the legislative history of the Intelligence Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 1991 provides a three-part test to define traditional military activities. 79 Applied on a case-by-case basis, this test helps determine whether an activity constitutes a traditional military activity, thereby avoiding the presidential finding and notification requirements of 50 U.S.C. § 413b. 80 According to this conjunctive formula, traditional military activities include those undertakings:

1) By military personnel;
2) Under the direction and control of a United States military commander; and
3) Preceding and related to hostilities which are either anticipated (meaning approval has been given by the National Command Authorities for the activities and for operational planning for hostilities) to involve U.S. military forces, or where such hostilities involving United States military forces are ongoing, and, where the fact of the U.S. role in the overall operation is apparent or to be acknowledged publicly.81

The first two elements in the three-part test defining a traditional military activity make sense practically and historically. Congress’ inclusion of the third element, on the other hand, expanded the temporal scope of the traditional military activity exemption, while also requiring that either the President or Secretary of Defense would have to approve the specific operation to qualify as a traditional military activity.82 Thus, Congress added a subtle note of accountability that would encourage internal executive branch vetting before traditional military activity decisions would be made.83

The Conference Committee Report for the Intelligence Authorization Act also noted that activities meeting these three requirements constitute traditional military activities whether or not U.S. sponsorship of such activities is apparent or later acknowledged.84 This last point is somewhat moot because, by definition, an activity in which the U.S. role is apparent or intended to be acknowledged publically cannot be a covert action.85 Nevertheless, this emphasis does recognize that traditional mili-
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75 SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, CONFERENCE REPORT FOR INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION ACT FISCAL YEAR 1991, H.R. REP. NO. 102-166, at 28 (1991), reprinted in 1991 U.S.C.C.A.N. 243 (Conf. Rep.) (“The conferences further note that in defining for the first time in statute the term ‘covert action’ they do not intend that the new definition exclude any activity which heretofore has been understood to be a covert action, nor to include any activity not heretofore understood to be a covert action. The new definition is meant to clarify the understanding of intelligence activities that require presidential approval and reporting to Congress; not to relax or go beyond previous understandings.”).
76 George H.W. Bush, President of the United States, Statement on Signing the Intelligence Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1991 (Aug. 14, 1991), available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=18989 (“These provisions cannot be construed to detract from the President’s constitutional authority to withhold information the disclosure of which could significantly impair foreign relations, the national security, the deliberative processes of the Executive, or the performance of the Executive’s constitutional duties.”).
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83 118 CONG. REC. E 13163 (daily ed. Sept. 26, 1972) (“Covert action” is defined as “secret action taken to influence the political or military activities of a foreign government or group.”).
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tary activities can include clandestine operations.

C. Congressional Oversight Problem of Title 10/Title 50 Convergence

The true problem with Title 10/Title 50 convergence and confusion is not based on the specific operational authorities necessary to approve particular DoD covert or clandestine activities, but is instead based on congressional assertions that the DoD is attempting to avoid congressional oversight. Thus, Section II’s definitional splicing of whether a particular activity is classified as an intelligence activity, covert action, or traditional military activity is important because of the disparate levels of oversight requirements that attach to activities carried out under Title 50 as opposed to Title 10.86

As demonstrated below, Title 50 oversight is strict and laid out in detail. Title 10 oversight, on the other hand, is less strenuous. Thus, as with the controversy surrounding OPE, the congressional intelligence committees are concerned that the DoD will simply label its activities as traditional military activities so as to avoid Title 50 oversight requirements.87 According to the House Intelligence Committee, this is problematic, because “[c]landestine military intelligence-gathering operations...carry the same diplomatic and national security risks as traditional intelligence-gathering activities.”88

1. Oversight Over Intelligence Activities

Operations determined to constitute “intelligence activities” are subject to strict congressional oversight requirements. Section 413 of Title 50, for example, tasks the President with generally ensuring that Congress is “kept fully and currently informed of the intelligence activities of the United States, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity as required by this subchapter.”89

Additionally, Congress imposes a reporting requirement that includes “all intelligence activities, other than a covert action...which are the responsibility of, are engaged in by, or are carried out for or on behalf of, any department, agency, or entity of the United States government, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity and any significant intelligence failure.”90

The clear and broadly encompassing language of these statutory provisions suggests that Congress anticipates that the Executive will report all intelligence activities, regardless of whether carried out by the United States or on behalf of the United States.91 The reporting requirement also makes clear that Title 50 oversight authority applies to all U.S. government departments, agencies, and entities—not just the CIA.92 It is also notable that the Executive must notify Congress of any significant anticipated intelligence activities and any significant intelligence failure.93

2. Oversight Over Covert Action

Operations classified as “covert actions” are subject to both a presidential finding and a congressional notification requirement.94 Title 50, section 413b(a) (Presidential findings) affirms, “The President may not authorize the conduct of a covert action by departments, agencies, or entities of the United States Government unless the President determines such an action is necessary to support identifiable foreign policy objectives of the United States and is important to the national security of the United States...”95

The finding must be in writing and specify exactly who is authorized to fund and participate in the covert action.96 The finding must also clarify that the covert action does not violate the Constitution or any U.S. domestic statute.97

Although no President would authorize any covert operation without determining that it was “necessary to support identifiable foreign policy objectives” and “important to the national security of the United States,”98 the true power behind the presidential finding requirement is that it imposes an internal review of covert operations on the Executive branch and makes it more difficult for the President to deny knowledge of an operation if it ends in disaster.99 Thus, despite Congress’ lack of operational authority, the presidential finding requirement allows Congress to insist on a measure of public accountability for covert action that the Executive could otherwise deny.

Section 413(b) of Title 50 requires the President to keep the congressional intelligence committees “fully and currently informed” of all ongoing covert actions.100 It also requires the President to report his presidential finding to the intelligence committees “as soon as possible after such approval and before the initiation of the covert action.”101 However, in “extraordinary circumstances affecting vital interests of the United States,” this prior notification requirement can be limited to the so-called “Gang of Eight.”102 Although the prior notification requirement is limited in these extreme...
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As demonstrated below, Title 50 oversight is strict and laid out in detail. Title 10 oversight, on the other hand, is less strenuous. Thus, as with the controversy surrounding OPE, the congressional intelligence committees are concerned that the DoD will simply label its activities as traditional military activities so as to avoid Title 50 oversight requirements.97 According to the House Intelligence Committee, this is problematic, because “[c]landestine military intelligence-gathering operations . . . carry the same diplomatic and national security risks as traditional intelligence-gathering activities.”98

1. Oversight Over Intelligence Activities

Operations determined to constitute “intelligence activities” are subject to strict congressional oversight requirements. Section 413 of Title 50, for example, tasks the President with generally ensuring that Congress is “kept fully and currently informed of the intelligence activities of the United States, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity as required by this subchapter.”99 Additionally, Congress imposes a reporting requirement that includes “all intelligence activities, other than a covert action . . . which are the responsibility of, are engaged in by, or are carried out for or on behalf of, any department, agency, or entity of the United States government, including any significant anticipated intelligence activity and any significant intelligence failure.”100

The clear and broadly encompassing language of these statutory provisions suggests that Congress anticipates that the Executive will report all intelligence activities, regardless of whether carried out by the United States or on behalf of the United States.101 The reporting requirement also makes clear that Title 50 oversight authority applies to all U.S. government departments, agencies, and entities—not just the CIA.102 It is also notable that the Executive must notify Congress of any significant anticipated intelligence activities and any significant intelligence failure.103

2. Oversight Over Covert Action

Operations classified as “covert actions” are subject to both a presidential finding and a congressional notification requirement.104 Title 50, section 413b(a) (Presidential findings) affirms, “The President may not authorize the conduct of a covert action by departments, agencies, or entities of the United States Government unless the President determines such an action is necessary to support identifiable foreign policy objectives of the United States and is important to the national security of the United States . . . .”105

The finding must be in writing and specify exactly who is authorized to fund and participate in the covert action.106 The finding must also clarify that the covert action does not violate the Constitution or any U.S. domestic statute.107 Although no President would authorize any covert operation without determining that it was “necessary to support identifiable foreign policy objectives” and “important to the national security of the United States,”108 the true power behind the presidential finding requirement is that it imposes an internal review of covert operations on the Executive branch and makes it more difficult for the President to deny knowledge of an operation if it ends in disaster.109 Thus, despite Congress’ lack of operational authority, the presidential finding requirement allows Congress to insist on a measure of public accountability for covert action that the Executive could otherwise deny.

Section 413(b) of Title 50 requires the President to keep the congressional intelligence committees “fully and currently informed” of all ongoing covert actions.110 It also requires the President to report his presidential finding to the intelligence committees “as soon as possible after such approval and before the initiation of the covert action.”111 However, in “extraordinary circumstances affecting vital interests of the United States,” this prior notification requirement can be limited to the so-called “Gang of Eight.”112 Although the prior notification requirement is limited in these extreme
cases, it is important to note that, at least under the statutory authority, the President simply cannot refuse to notify Congress. 103

Like the presidential finding requirement, the congressional notification requirement is about Executive accountability. The Executive's employment of covert action implies that U.S. national interests are so great that they must be protected outside the normal international legal and diplomatic channels. 104 Congress justifiably worries that if the President could employ atypical means without any political consequences, the Executive would likely be more involved in covert action. 105 Thus, although it is not a true substantive constraint, the notification requirement makes presidential “plausible deniability” impossible, thereby increasing Executive accountability to the American public. 106

The timing of the notification requirement is also important. Since, under normal circumstances, the Executive must report its finding authorizing a covert action before undertaking the actual covert action, Congress can take both formal (funding) or informal (leaks to the press or disclosure on public record) steps to stop or limit covert actions that it deems controversial. 107 Interestingly, the secrecy surrounding covert action “both makes it easier to initiate and easier to terminate, relative to the political consequences of either authorizing or terminating overt hostilities involving the military.” 108

3. Oversight Over Traditional Military Activities

Unlike intelligence activities or covert actions, “traditional military activities” are not subject to congressional oversight under Title 50. Instead, they are subject to Title 10 oversight. As demonstrated below, Title 10 oversight includes both congressional oversight and executive oversight. 109

The House and Senate Armed Services Committees conduct congressional Title 10 oversight over traditional military activities. The Armed Services Committees’ primary mechanism of public accountability is the War Powers Resolution, which incidentally is located in Title 50. 110 The War Powers Resolution contains both consultation and reporting requirements that apply to the “introduction of United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or into situations where imminent involve-

103 See generally id. §§ 413, 413(a)(2) (stipulating that the President must provide notification, even if in de minimis form prior to the action in extraordinary circumstances or after the action, providing the reasons for not doing so beforehand); non-notification is not an option nor is implied anywhere). But cf. George H.W. Bush, Statement on Signing the Intelligence Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1991, supra note 76 (“These provisions cannot be construed to detract from the President’s constitutional authority to withhold information the disclosure of which could significantly impair foreign relations, the national security . . . .”).
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105 See, e.g., Chesney, supra note 18, at 388 (stating that there was a public uproar after the public learned of the CIA involvement in preventing Salvador Allende from winning the Chilean presidential election under President Nixon).
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111 50 U.S.C. § 1542 (2006) (consultation requirement); id. at § 1543(a) (requiring a written report, in the absence of a declaration of war, “in any case in which United States Armed Forces are introduced 1) into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances; 2) into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation, while equipped for combat, except for deployments which relate solely to supply, replacement, repair, or training of such forces”).

112 Chesney, supra note 18, at 543–44.

113 See id at 588.


116 Id. § 1543(c).


118 DoD Directive 2311.01E, DoD Law of War Program, ¶ 4.1 (2006) (certified current as of Feb. 22, 2011) (“Members of the DoD components comply with the law of war during all armed conflicts, however such conflicts are characterized, and in all other military operations.”) (emphasis added).

119 See Snider, supra note 64, at 310 (citing the President’s ability to delay or limit notice to Congress as well as the President’s use of the Contingency Reserve Fund, which does not require congressional approval). Chesney, supra note 18, at 543–44 (suggesting that Congress should add a statutory notification requirement to deployment of military forces “outside the geographic confines of a state where the United States has an overt combat presence”).
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Like the presidential finding requirement, the congressional notification requirement is about Executive accountability. The Executive’s employment of covert action implies that U.S. national interests are so great that they must be protected outside the normal international legal and diplomatic channels.104 Congress justifiably worries that if the President could employ atypical means without any political consequences, the Executive would likely be more involved in covert action.105 Thus, although it is not a true substantive constraint, the notification requirement makes presidential “plausible deniability” impossible, thereby increasing Executive accountability to the American public.106

The timing of the notification requirement is also important. Since, under normal circumstances, the Executive must report its finding authorizing a covert action before undertaking the actual covert action, Congress can take both formal (funding) or informal (leaks to the press or disclosure on public record) steps to stop or limit covert actions that it deems controversial.107 Interestingly, the secrecy surrounding covert action “both makes it easier to initiate and easier to terminate, relative to the political consequences of either authorizing or terminating overt hostilities involving the military.”108

3. Oversight Over Traditional Military Activities

Unlike intelligence activities or covert actions, “traditional military activities” are not subject to congressional oversight under Title 50. Instead, they are subject to Title 10 oversight. As demonstrated below, Title 10 oversight includes both congressional oversight and executive oversight.109

The House and Senate Armed Services Committees conduct congressional Title 10 oversight over traditional military activities. The Armed Services Committees’ primary mechanism of public accountability is the War Powers Resolution, which incidentally is located in Title 50.110 The War Powers Resolution contains both consultation and reporting requirements that apply to the “introduction of United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or into situations where imminent involve-
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The debate over the legal framework for the operational preparation of the environment (OPE) is complex and multifaceted. OPE is a concept used to describe activities that prepare areas for potential military or covert action. The legal architecture of the Title 10/Title 50 debate, as explained above in Section II, involves distinguishing between OPE and intelligence activities. Contrasting OPE and intelligence activities as “different authorities, somewhat different purposes, [and] mostly indistinguishable activities,” during his nomination hearing, Air Force General Michael V. Hayden seems to agree.

The viewpoints of the main stakeholders in the debate are illustrative of this confusion. The House Intelligence Committee describes the purpose of OPE operations as intelligence gathering and is concerned that DoD is not properly accountable to the legislature. It also questions the traditional military activity label as disingenuous. It may have a point, particularly since the CIA has performed OPE, or at minimum OPE-like, activities in the past.

Executive branch officials, on the other hand, have expressed publicly their opinion that OPE does not fall under Title 50 oversight authority. The DoD does not consider OPE operations as intelligence collection and further claims that OPE is not covert action. Instead, it suggests that OPE is a traditional military activity; therefore, OPE falls within the traditional military activity exception to congressional notification requirements for covert action and does not need to be reported to the intelligence committees. During his confirmation hearing before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, CIA Director Panetta agreed. He recognized that “military operations or ‘preparation of the environment’ – though clandestine in nature – are operations that, if discovered, could not be officially denied by the U.S. government.”

A. Subjecting Operational Preparation of the Environment to the Traditional Military Activity Test

Ultimately, subjecting OPE to the conjunctive traditional military activity definition expounded in Section II suggests that the DoD is likely correct in asserting that OPE constitutes a traditional military activity. To recount, a traditional military activity is an activity undertaken

1) By military personnel;
2) Under the direction and control of a United States military commander; and
3) Preceding and related to hostilities which are either anticipated (meaning approval has been given by the National Command Authorities for the activities and for operational planning for hostilities) to involve U.S. military forces, or where such hostilities involving United States military forces are ongoing, and where the fact of the U.S. role in the overall operation is apparent or to be acknowledged publicly.

Consistent with the first element, OPE is certainly undertaken by special operations personnel. Special operations personnel are specifically authorized to carry out “counterterrorism” operations and “such other activities as may be specified by the President or the Secretary of Defense.” Second, special operations forces operate under the direction and control of SOCOM. SOCOM is a combatant command. According to Title 10, section 164(b)(2)(A), commanders of combatant commands perform their duties “[s]ubject to the direction of the president . . . under the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense.”

Finally, consistent with the third element, special operations personnel undertake OPE preceding...
ence committees provide the “only significant check and balance outside the executive branch.”

Similarly, Jennifer Kibbe notes that in 2009 the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence had forty-five staffers tasked solely with analyzing the intelligence budget while the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense had just five staffers assigned to intelligence issues, in addition to their other responsibilities. Additionally, Robert Chesney worries that internal Executive branch oversight is a weak form of accountability, because the Secretary of Defense has an institutional commitment to the interests of the Department of Defense. Therefore, he may not be as privy to, nor carefully police, the foreign or domestic political risks involved in a particular operation, that are outside his purview.

III. OPERATIONAL PREPARATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND TITLE 10/TITLE 50 CONVERGENCE

The question of exactly where OPE fits into the Title 10/Title 50 debate is difficult. In fact, one scholar claimed that OPE embodies “the fundamental problem” of intelligence-military convergence. The legal architecture of the Title 10/Title 50 debate, as explained above in Section II, should provide a clear mechanism to resolve the problem. Unfortunately, the problem of classifying OPE within the Title 10/Title 50 debate is less about clarifying the legal framework of Title 10 and Title 50 than it is about the breadth of the various lesser activities that combine to form the amorphous concept of OPE. Contrasting OPE and intelligence activities as “different authorities, somewhat different purposes, [and] mostly indistinguishable activities,” during his nomination hearing, Air Force General Michael V. Hayden seems to agree.

The viewpoints of the main stakeholders in the debate are illustrative of this confusion. The House Intelligence Committee describes the purpose of OPE operations as intelligence gathering and is concerned that DoD is not properly accountable to the legislature. It also questions the traditional military activity label as disingenuous. It may have a point, particularly since the CIA has performed OPE, or at minimum OPE-like, activities in the past.

Executive branch officials, on the other hand, have expressed publicly their opinion that OPE does not fall under Title 50 oversight authority. The DoD does not consider OPE operations as intelligence collection and further claims that OPE is not covert action. Instead, it suggests that OPE is a traditional military activity; therefore, OPE falls within the traditional military activity exception to congressional notification requirements for covert action and does not need to be reported to the intelligence committees. During his confirmation hearing before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, CIA Director Panetta agreed. He recognized that “military operations or ‘preparation of the environment’ – though clandestine in nature – are operations that, if discovered, could not be officially denied by the U.S. government.”

A. Subjecting Operational Preparation of the Environment to the Traditional Military Activity Test

Ultimately, subjecting OPE to the conjunctive traditional military activity definition expounded in Section II suggests that the DoD is likely correct in asserting that OPE constitutes a traditional military activity. To recount, a traditional military activity is an activity undertaken

1) By military personnel;
2) Under the direction and control of a United States military command; and
3) Preceding and related to hostilities which are either anticipated (meaning approval has been given by the National Command Authorities for the activities and for operational planning for hostilities) to involve U.S. military forces, or where such hostilities involving United States military forces are ongoing, and, where the fact of the U.S. role in the overall operation is apparent or to be acknowledged publicly.

Consistent with the first element, OPE is certainly undertaken by special operations personnel. Special operations personnel are specifically authorized to carry out “counterterrorism” operations and “such other activities as may be specified by the President or the Secretary of Defense.” Second, special operations forces operate under the direct control of SOCOM. SOCOM is a combatant command. According to Title 10, section 164(b)(2)(A), commanders of combatant commands perform their duties “[s]ubject to the direction of the president . . . under the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense.”

Finally, consistent with the third element, special operations personnel undertake OPE preceding
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and related to anticipated hostilities. In this case, OPE activities precede and are related to anticipated hostilities against al Qaeda and its affiliates. OPE is, by definition, a preparatory activity.138 General Hayden described operational preparation of the battlefield as “the ability of Defense to get into an area and know it prior to the conduct of military operations.”139

With regard to the anticipated sub-element, it seems quite likely that “a great deal of operational planning for overt operations against an array of transnational terrorist entities has been authorized,”140 particularly given President George W. Bush’s proclamation of a Global War on Terror.141 In fact, the U.S. military, special operations forces in particular, may have been authorized to conduct attacks against al Qaeda and its affiliates outside of war zones since the promulgation of a classified order, reportedly named the “Al Qaeda Network Executive Order (ExOrd)” in late 2003 or early 2004.142 This order supposedly streamlined the approval process for operations that were time sensitive and not located in Iraq or Afghanistan, but in fifteen to twenty other states.143 Even with the order, high-level approval – at minimum Secretary of Defense authorization – had to be provided on a case-by-case basis.144

B. The Implications of Operational Preparation of the Environment as a Traditional Military Activity

Despite the intelligence communities’ concerns about OPE’s classification as a traditional military activity, as demonstrated in Section II, OPE activities do not escape congressional oversight under the Title 10 paradigm. The Armed Services Committees all but specifically declare their oversight authority over OPE. The House Armed Services Committee has jurisdiction over “tactical intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the Department of Defense.”145 Likewise, the Senate Armed Services’ Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities has specific oversight responsibility for counterterrorism policies and programs, special operations programs, and emerging operational concepts.146 Additionally, as of March 1, 2012, the Secretary of Defense must provide Armed Services Committees with quarterly briefings on DoD counterterrorism operations and related special

operations activities.147 These mandated briefings, albeit after the fact, will almost certainly cover OPE activities.

In fact, certain OPE activities might even fall under the reporting requirements of the War Powers Resolution, which requires a written report “in any case in which United States Armed Forces are introduced . . . into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation, while equipped for combat, except for deployments which relate solely to supply, replacement, repair, or training of such forces . . . .”148 Special operations personnel are certainly equipped for combat when they enter into foreign states to conduct OPE. Moreover, although preparation of the environment may include supply and training, it is not exclusively these activities. Thus, the War Powers Resolution may require the Executive to notify Congress of its introduction of special operations forces into foreign states to conduct OPE.

Furthermore, because Secretary of Defense authorization is required to move OPE activities from low-risk pre-crisis activities to “operational preparation and conduct of counterterrorist or other contingency operations,” OPE has a built-in internal accountability mechanism.149 Special operations forces can only conduct more high-risk advance force operations, such as small-scale direct action and terminal guidance, after a Presidential or Cabinet-level order.150 These terminal guidance and direct action missions151 are likely the OPE operations that most worry the congressional intelligence committees and are certainly part of the rationale behind Congress’ desire for oversight authority in the first place.

As Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict Thomas O’Connell notes, however, the majority of OPE is non-intrusive, “non-hostile recon [sic].”152 Additionally, the desired final effect of OPE is not necessarily, indeed perhaps not typically, the “killing or kinetic solution.”153 Instead, the ultimate effect of OPE is simply “changing or shaping the environment” in a manner that facilitates future operations.154 In these situations, violence is a “complementary rather than controlling” means in special operations forces’ toolkit.155
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IV. Conclusion

Despite academic assertions to the contrary, \textsuperscript{157} the current legal framework governing Title 10 and Title 50 operations still functions. Checks and balances exist within the Title 10/Title 50 legal framework to keep the Executive branch accountable to the will of the democratic population. To this end, the determination of whether Title 10 or Title 50 authority is applicable to a particular operation is important and needs to be conscientiously clarified and applied. Yet, although congressional oversight of clandestine and covert military operations is important, it is not always the correct answer, either legally or practically.

In the current threat environment, global terrorist groups pose the greatest threat to U.S. security. To counter this threat, clandestine operators need the authority and ability to act quickly and decisively. OPE provides special operations forces with a legal and beneficial tool in the United States’ arsenal of traditional military activities against al Qaeda and its affiliates. In the face of such a rapidly evolving and unconventional threat, U.S. leaders must allow the Executive to weigh the potential costs and benefits of shaping the environment, whether through low-risk pre-crisis activities or high-risk advance force operations, without undue influence. OPE should not be abandoned simply due to congressional discomfort with internal Executive oversight of traditional military activities.

\textsuperscript{157} Wall, supra note 41, at 92 (suggesting that this “stovepiped view” of the distinction between Title 10 and Title 50 is “legally incongruous and operationally dangerous”).